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Activity 1 - Think

What number can you see in the picture?

The numbers look like they are made from dots but are actually 
made from something much bigger. What could they be?

What do you think the 100 might be for?

The number 100 was made in the sky to celebrate the 100th 
birthday of the RAF. How old will you be on your next birthday?
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Activity 2 - Explore

We celebrate lots of different occasions. 

Here are some examples of things that some people celebrate:
Birthdays
Mother’s Day
Pancake Day
When you’ve done well at something.

Make a list of things that you and your family celebrate.

This photo licensed under CC BY-SA

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Party_poppers
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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Activity 3 - Create 

Imagine you are planning a party to celebrate something from 
your list.

Write down all the things you will need for your party.

Write an invitation to your celebration party.

Remember to include:
• Who the invitation is to and from
• The date and time of the party
• Where the party will be
• Will it be a themed party and should people dress up?
• Maybe some details of the fun things you have planned.

Don’t forget to decorate your invitation to
make it look exciting.

If you were to have aeroplanes fly over your party,  which shape 
would you want them to make? 

Draw a picture of the aeroplanes making your shape in the sky.
You can use the picture of the 100 on the first page to help you!
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Well done! 

Activity 4 - Do

One way the RAF celebrate people doing things well is to give 
them medals.

Design and make a medal for each person in your house to 
celebrate something they have done well.

This could be anything from making a nice meal, reading you a 
story or sharing things nicely.

Perhaps throw a party with the people in your home to give 
them their medals!

This Photo is licensed under CC BY-SA

We hope you have enjoyed our Lockdown Literacy 
resources, and are looking forward to a time when you 
can celebrate being together with your friends, families 
and teachers.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guy_Gibson
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/

